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Abstract
We describe a calibration and rendering technique for a
projector that can render rectangular images under keystoned
position. The projector utilizes a rigidly attached camera to form
a stereo pair. We describe a very easy to use technique for
calibration of the projector-camera pair using only black planar
surfaces. We present an efficient rendering method to pre-warp
images so that they appear correctly on the screen, and show
experimental results.
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1

Introduction

A data projector is a dual of a camera, and the image projection
process can be expressed using the standard pinhole camera
model. Thus far, however, projectors have received little attention
in the computer vision or projective geometry community. In this
paper, we present a technique to calibrate a projector, and
associated camera, by exploiting planar homographies. We then
demonstrate a method for correctly displaying rectangular images
on a planar surface even under oblique projection.
The internal and external parameters of a projector can be
expressed in the same way as those of a camera. But there are two
main differences between a projector and a camera. First and most
obviously, projectors cannot view the illuminated surface. Thus,
while it is easy to calibrate a projector given the correspondence
between six or more 2D projector pixels and corresponding 3D
points on a known target object [Faugeras93], this requires a
tedious manual process to select those projector pixels which
illuminate the 3D points. To automate this or any other semiautomatic method, it is clear that a sensing device such as a
camera must be used. The second main difference between a
projector and camera is that a traditional assumption about
simplified camera models, that the principal point is close to the
image center, is not valid for projectors. Most projectors use an
off-axis projection. When they are set on a table or mounted
upside-down on a ceiling, the image is projected through the
upper or the lower half of the lens, respectively. Hence, the
principal point is vertically shifted.
In this paper, we apply techniques for the epipolar geometry of a
pair of cameras to a projector-camera system. Then we describe a
rendering technique which pre-warps the projected image so that
it appears correctly on the screen. The calibration technique is
designed to be very simple to use, and is influenced by recent
trends to employ planar patterns to calibrate cameras
[Zhang99][Str-May99]. A novelty of the system here is that we
calibrate using blank planes onto which calibration patterns are
projected.
There would be potential benefits to attaching two (or more)
cameras to a projector, and using stereo, but we are investigating a

Figure 1. The projector is augmented with a camera and a
tilt sensor. (Top) a schematic diagram (bottom) our
prototype, with attached camera on the left.
system in which only a single camera is rigidly attached to the
projector. The primary reasons for this is cost, which would be
incurred not only because of the extra camera, but also through
the extra requirements on processing power and bandwidth.
Using two cameras would also incur more extensive
modifications to the design and volume of an existing projector.

1.1

Self-correcting projection

The purpose of our self-correcting projector is to generate a
rectangular image of known aspect ratio, even when aimed at an
arbitarily inclined planar surface. Furthermore, for a vertical or
near-vertical display surface, the sides of the rectangle should be
aligned appropriately with the world vertical. Our approach is
unique due to two features. First, we can project on blank walls
i.e. without fixed markers to create two-dimensional Euclidean
frame of reference. Second, we use a single self-contained device.
Hence, we wish to avoid the use of devices that are external to the
projector, such as calibrated cameras mounted at known locations
(e.g. [Raskar99][Surati99]). To allow self-correcting projection on
blank screens, we wish to avoid placing physical markings on the
screen or explicitly detecting the extents of the pre-defined
display rectangle (e.g. [Raskar00][Sukthan01]). We created the
simple prototype in Figure 1 by taking a standard commercial
projector and rigidly mounting a low-cost camera and tilt sensors
to it. The system is calibrated with the technique described in
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where m1 and m2 are homogeneous coordinates and ~= means
equality up to scale. Given two distinct planes, and hence two
distinct homographies, the epipoles e1 and e2 in the two images
can be computed using the generalized eigenvalue equation

Screen

-1

(e1 ~=)
Projected quadrilateral

-1

k H1 e2 = H2 e2

where k is an unknown scalar [Johan99].
The perspective projective matrices of the two cameras can then
be defined as follows, for a projective reconstruction of the scene,

Input pre-warped image

P1p = [I | 0]

Inscribed rectangle

P2p = [H | e2]

where, H is one of the homographies [Faugeras93]. In our
system, P1p defines the projection matrix for the camera and P2p
the projection matrix for the projector.

2.2

Figure 2. Keystoned projector generates a quadrilateral on
the display plane. A pre-warped image creates a correct
view inside the inscribed rectangle.

Euclidean reconstruction

In this section, the projection matrices are upgraded to give a
Euclidean reconstruction. The goal is to find a 4x4 matrix Gp
such that
P1e = P1p Gp ~= A1 [ I | 0 ]
P2e = P2p Gp ~= A2 [R | -R t]

Section 2. The rendering technique is described in Section 3, and
involves pre-warping of images using the homography between
projector and display surface, so that the projected image appears
correct.

2

Calibration

In fact A1 is known and can be factored out, so the goal is to find
matrix G such that
P1e = P1p G ~= [ I | 0 ]

Our current approach is to carry out a full calibration for the
projector-camera system, with computation of the intrinsic
parameters for both devices plus their relative pose. The rendering
process will utilize this information in conjunction with gravity
based tilt sensing (which provides the world vertical direction), as
described in section 3.
The intrinsics of the camera are obtained from multiple views of a
planar calibration pattern, using the techniques described in
[Zhang99][Str-May99]. The remaining calibration requires two or
more homographies between the projector and camera. To obtain
a homography, the projector displays a calibration pattern on a
blank planar surface, and four or more point (or line)
correspondences between the projector image and the camera
image are used to compute the homography for that plane
[Hartley97]. This is repeated for different positions of the system
relative to the plane, to obtain two or more distinct homographies.

2.1

where, A1 is a 3x3 matrix describing the camera intrinsics, A2 is a
3x3 matrix describing the projector intrinsics, and R and t define
the relative pose between the camera and the projector up to
unknown scale.

Projective reconstruction

First, we review how a pair of homographies can be used to
construct a scene up to a projective transformation. Given two
cameras, viewing points on a 3D plane ÿ, the point positions in
the two images are related by a 3x3 homography matrix H. If m1
and m2 are projections of a 3D point M which belongs to ÿ, then
m2 ~= H m1

(1)

P2e = P2p G ~= A2 [R | -Rt]
The most general form of A2 would involve five intrinsic
parameters: focal length, aspect ratio, principal point and skew
angle (we currently ignore radial distortion). It is reasonable to
assume that a projector has unity aspect ratio and zero skew.
However, an assumption that the principal point is close to the
image center, common for cameras, is not true for projectors
where the principal point usually has a large vertical offset from
the image center (Figure 3). Thus A2 has the form,
A2 = [ f 0 0; 0 f d; 0 0 1 ]
From (1), G is of the form

G =

1

0

0

0
0

1
0

0
1

0

0ÿ
ÿ
0ÿ

n1 n2 n3 1ÿ
T

(Here the vector n = [n1 n2 n3]
the projective coordinate frame.)

defines the plane at infinity in

If G’ denotes the first three columns of G, then it follows
P2p G’ ~= A2 R
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Hence
T

T

T

T

P2p G’ G’ P2p ~= A2 R R A2 = A2 A2
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Rendering

Our goal is to display a rectangular image with the aspect ratio 4:3
that is aligned with the world horizontal and vertical directions.
Using a calibrated pair of a camera and a projector, we find the
relationship between an illuminate planar surface and the
projected image. Then we compute the largest axis aligned
rectangle inscribed in the projected quadrilateral on the plane and
display strictly inside this rectangle (Figure 2 and 4). The
remaining pixels remain black.
The reconstruction of the illuminated quadrilateral, however, is
valid up to a similarity transform. Pure translation and scale do
not affect the relationship between the illuminated quadrilateral
and the computed inscribed rectangle. But, the three degrees of
freedom for rotation guide the choice of the inscribed rectangle.
We do not have a notion of the world horizontal or the vertical
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Figure 3 : The projector optics is designed for image projection
in a off-axis cone so that a projector can be kept on a table. The
principal point and image center are separated by a large vertical
shift.
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Figure 4 : The relationship between projected image and
illuminated quadrilateral. The homography is used for prewarping.

direction purely from the camera-projector pose. Hence, we add
two gravity based tilt sensors to find the roll and elevation of the
projector, i.e. the orientation of the projector image array out of
the vertical plane. We exploit the fact that the illuminated surface
is usually a vertical wall or screen. If the flat screen is not in a
vertical plane, we can still get a rectangular image by ignoring the
measured tilt angles.
Consider a world coordinate system where the ground plane is
parallel to the x-z plane, the illuminate vertical wall is parallel to
the x-y plane, and center of projection of the projector is the
origin. In the following discussion, we first discuss how to find
the axis aligned inscribed rectangle in the world coordinates and
then describe the rendering process.

3.1
Off-axis
projection
cone

3

N

ProjX

d; 0 d 1 ]

Equation (2) can be used to generate three constraints on the three
unknowns of n. Two of the constraints (K2(1,2) = 0 and K2(1,3)
T
= 0) are linear in n1, n2, n3, and n n. The third constraint
2
(K2(2,2) –K2(1,1) – K2(2,3) = 0) is quadratic. Hence, it is
T
possible to express n1, n2, and n3 in terms of n n. Using the
2
2
2
T
quadratic constraint (n1 + n2 + n3 = n n) generates four
solutions for the three unknowns of n. Each solution is then used
with equation (2) to compute f and d. Finally, equation (1) is used
to compute R and t. Physically impossible solutions (e.g.
solutions in which observed scene points are behind the camera)
are eliminated to give a single solution for the true A2, R and t. A
similar approach to the above, but using different assumptions for
the intrinsic parameters, for the generation of constraints on
calibration parameters, is found in [Xu00].
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Display region

Finding inscribed rectangle for a quadrilateral is a 2D problem.
The illuminated quadrilateral is specified in projector coordinate
system. Hence, we need to rotate the quadrilateral using the
correct notion of the world horizontal and vertical direction. Then
we need to transform the quadrilateral into a convenient plane
parallel to x-y plane, so that the rectangular display region can be
computed using simply the x and y coordinates. The steps are as
follows.
The 3D coordinates of the corners of the quadrilateral illuminated
by the projector are computed by triangulation. Given
corresponding points m1 and m2 in the camera and the projector
image, respectively, the 3D coordinates of the point M are z1 m1
and z2 m2, where z1 and z2 are the depths.
z2 m2 = R(z1 m1) + t
The equation
T

[R m1 – m2] [z1 z2] = -t
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Hm-n A2 [ I | 0]

leads to the solution
T

T

-1

T

[z1 z2] = -(D D) D t
where, D = [R m1 – m2].
i

Let us denote the corner points of projector framebuffer by m ,
i=1,..,4 (Figure 4.1) and the corresponding corners of the
i
illuminated quadrilateral in projector coordinate system by M ,
i=1,..,4 (Figure 4.2). The rotation of the projector image array
out of the vertical plane, RTilt, is measured by tilt sensors. RTilt can
be used to transform the quadrilateral corners into points that are
aligned with the horizon and lie in a vertical plane (Figure 4.3).
When 3D points are aligned with the horizon, the y-coordinate
represents distance from an arbitrary horizontal plane.
i

i

to render the appropriately pre-warped transformation of the input
image. The technique to transform the 3x3 projection matrix into
a 4x4 matrix used in traditional graphics pipeline is described in
[Raskar00]. One needs to take care of transformation of depth
buffer values when homography matrix is involved.
We introduce a much simpler second technique for pre-warping.
i
i
Note that n ~= A2 N . Hence, we load the image as a texture and
i
texture map the inscribed rectangle N , specified in projector
coordinate system. Use the projection matrix
A2 [ I | 0]
for rendering.

M pi = RTilt M

Next, we transform the vertical plane into a plane parallel to the
vertical x-y plane (Figure 4.4). This is essentially a single rotation
about the world y-axis. The rotation matrix can be computed as
follows. The plane normal is
2

U = (M

pi

1

3

– M pi) x (M

pi

1

– M pi)
T

The vertical vector in the plane is V = [0 1 0] . Hence the
horizontal vector in the plane is V x U. The rotation matrix then is
T

T

Rpi-xy = [ ( V x U ) ;

T

V;

U ]

The computed points on the plane parallel to x-y plane are:
i

i

i

M x-y = Rpi-xy M pi = Rpi-xy RTilt M
i

T

If the points M pi are on the plane [U , -s], then the z coordinate
i
for all four M x-y is equal to s. Ignoring the z coordinate, we get a
quadrilateral in 2D, specified by the x and y coordinates (Figure
4.4). We are now ready to compute the largest axis aligned
i
rectangle of aspect ratio 4:3 inscribed in the quadrilateral M x-y.
We assume that at least one vertex of the rectangle lies on the
edges of the quadrilateral. We discretize the edges of the
quadrilateral and solve for the largest rectangle by testing for each
possible position of the rectangle vertex. Let us say the corners of
i
the inscribed rectangle are N x-y, i=1,..,4.

3.2

Pre-warping using homography

The coordinates of the rectangle corner in projector coordinate
i
system, N , can be easily computed using
-1

i

N = (Rpi-xy RTilt) N x-y
The pre-warping can be achieved using two different methods.
i

In the first method, we compute projection of N in projector
image space
i

i

n ~= A2 N

Then compute the 3x3 homography matrix Hm-n mapping
i
projector image corners to projection n of corners of the chosen
display area.
i

i

n ~= Hm-n m

To pre-warp an image, load the image as a texture and texture
map a unit rectangle in x-y plane (i.e. with extents [-1:1,-1:1]) .
i
i
Since n ~= Hm-n A2 M , use the projection matrix

Implementation

We implemented the system using a Mitsubishi X-80 projector, a
very low cost Logitech Quickcam Pro camera and a 2-axis tilt
sensor by Crossbow (Figure 1). The projector resolution is
1024x768 and camera resolution is 640x480. The values from tilt
sensor are averaged to improve the accuracy. The calibration
results show that, the focal length of the projector can be
recovered with high accuracy (verified by repeatability). The
computed vertical shift of the principal point shows greater
variation, but this does not seem to affect the alignment of the
projected pre-warped image.
Using a current generation graphics card (ATI Radeon) on a PC,
we have implemented a rendering system that loads images,
updates the texture memory and displays pre-warped images in
real time. The rendering technique of perspectively correct texture
mapping exploits the high quality texture filtering available on the
graphics cards. As seen in Figure 5, we can skew the projector
with respect to the horizontal flat surface and still correct the
image so that it appears aligned and rectangular with correct
aspect ratio. For comparison, we show the outline of the
keystoned image in the bottom window. The vertical edges in the
pre-warped image (in this case a PowerPoint slide) appear to be
parallel to the edges of the whiteboard.

5

The pre-warping required for the projected image is defined by
the homography between pixel coordinates of the corners of
projector image and pixel coordinates of the projection of the
chosen inscribed rectangle in projector image space.

i

4

Conclusion

This paper has described a projector, augmented with a camera
and tilt-sensing, which can perform physically correct display
onto planar surfaces of arbitrary inclination. The system applies a
corrective warp to projected data so that the result is a true
rectangle of known aspect ratio, correctly aligned with the world
vertical and horizontal directions. The resulting rendering is realtime. This functionality could only be realized automatically by
incorporating computer vision into the device. As far as we know,
there are no easy to use methods available to calibrate a projector.
Our two main contributions are (i) a technique to calibrate a
projector using blank planes and (ii) a complete corrective
warping technique using tilt sensors and homographies.
The traditional use of projectors has been for group presentations.
But new ideas such as the ‘office of the future’ have indicated
how projected information can be incorporated into the everyday
environment. Furthermore, portable computing devices are
become more and more compact. Having the ability to easily
setup such devices with a projector allows a larger display area
when required, to aid interaction, or for sharing of data with other
people. Quick setup and ease-of-use of a projector becomes
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essential if it is intended for casual, transient use on table-tops,
walls and other surfaces.
Finally, our current research includes further work on the
calibration process, and extension of the current ideas to handle
automatic mosaicing of data [Raskar02] from multiple projectors.
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Figure 5. The keystone correction. (Top) A projector is
casually placed so that the image array is not vertical
(Middle) The projector displays a quadrilateral on a vertical
screeen (Bottom) The correction based on feedback from
the tilt sensors and the computed homography allows us to
correct the image in a few seconds.

